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In 1933 Erwin Schrödinger won the Nobel Prize for his contribution to Quantum Mechanics. he 
theorised a box in which a cat exists as living and dead at the same time. In 1998 Reckless 
Sleepers built that box – and now over a decade later, they are climbing back inside.

Quantum Physics and Mathematics were not my thing at school, thankfully cats, truths, lies, love, 
Magritte and alcohol were. Experimenters/ Artists Reckless Sleepers reopen Schrödinger’s 
famous box and delve in seeking questions and answers. Time ebbs, flows and pulsates as do the 
objects and the performers. The whole performance flows circling theories and story threads like 
water eddying in a pool.
The black cubic set is like a mad Goths playground with endless hidden doors and portals. 
Performers flow in and out or are thrown up and down with the plasticity of rubber boned children. 
Actions are repeated with methodic rhythm or frenzied intensity as though in some kind of 
Obsessive compulsive ballet.
There are snowstorms observed and experienced with magical curiosity. Water is sprayed, 
splattered, guzzled as a sometimes  life force and other times a weapon. Crisp green apples as 
Magritte painted bring colour, sustenance and scientific creativity. Chalk is scrawled over black 
walls and suits then rubbed out or washed away. White sheets adorn tables, mould masks for 
lovers, or become bungee cords or chalk wipes. Numbers represent contacts and change as the 5 
performers make contacts with objects. It is entrancing and engaging at every point. Things are 
happening and can’t always be seen, the result creates a desire as the observer to become plastic 
and flow with the performance and miss nothing.
Throughout this clever and mesmerising piece of physical theatre runs a pure child energy that is 
the creative force of all experimentation. It is anarchic and challenging, poetic and balletic and 
fiercely clever. If my school had had a Schrödinger’s Box and a visit from Reckless Sleepers I 
suspect I would have happily engaged with Physics and Mathematics. 

“It may seem like we have done this for the first TIME” 

I’m hoping I haven’t just seen this for the last TIME.
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